
GREAT WRITING PROMPTS

Writing prompts can breathe life into your imagination. These creative writing prompts in over 20 genres will help you
find your next book idea.

Someone in the kitchen is watching and writing in a notebook. They have no idea where they are, how they go
there, or who the strange man in the corner of the room watching them is. Venturing outside is dangerous and
rarely done. Your best friend, who never went to college, is earning much more than you are and is loving life
more. You rush to close it but then you see the view from it â€” which is not your usual view of the front yard.
Nonfiction Writing Prompts Creative Writing Prompts are Your Matchbox All you need is one writing prompt
to light your imaginative fire and you can burn through a book idea , formulating the plot and all with just a
single prompt. In your futuristic society, humans are bred in a lab without them as a means of creating
equality. Your favorite book character is kidnapped by movie characters. Cartoon: Think of your favorite
cartoon or comic. Why not rent it out instead â€” and how do you do that? It falls into the hands of a young
politician. Only when you discovered and addressed a deficiency in a certain nutrient did you begin to feel
more energetic, alive, and creative than you remember ever feeling before. What would you do if you had to
spend a full 72 hours by yourself? Discontent is not always a lack of gratitude. When they wake up next to a
mutilated body in an unrecognizable place, they start to worry. After experiencing your first nighttime
paralysis, you start to see changes in your body. Discuss a time when you stuck up for someone. Thoughts can
be stolen. WTF is a 30 minute block of time each Friday that the Astrohaus team spends freewriting. What is
one thing that you will never give up, no matter what? Your character has no idea why and is thrust into the
war against their will. Most people wait for the muse to turn up. Will they be forced to remain deadly sins for
eternity or is there a way out such as serving for a certain period of time or succeeding in some assigned task?
Ohâ€¦and they have a one-year-old to take care of on top of it. Set it Free: Think of a time when you had to let
someone or something go to be freeâ€¦did they come back? Interview: Write a list of questions you have for
someone you would like to interview, real or fictional.


